we don't just GROW
we SCALE & when we SCALE
WE SCALE TOGETHER
SHEsparksBIZ.com/ELITE

“A strong woman looks a challenge in the eye and gives a WINK.”
SHE Sparks ELITE are female business owners, CEOs, and high-level
executives in their fields. The ELITE is an eligibility based level for
powerhouses who are driven by results & desire to be surrounded by
female professionals of the same caliber who have been there/done that,
ready for the next step & WHO WILL TO MAKE THINGS HAPPEN!
The objective is to surround yourself with dynamic experienced multi-hat
wearing women that have the power to put plans, actions, & laws into
effect for setting CLEAR objectives that align with you & your business!

SHEsparksBIZ.com/ELITE
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What sets SHE Sparks ELITE apart from the base tier in SHE Sparks
Business is the eligibility, the experiences, retreats, and the like-minded
women we surround ourselves with. Business is all about who you know
and those introductions we receive in order to take our businesses to the
next level.
Our FIRST retreat is a Business Blitz Retreat. We’ll have attorneys, CPAs,
graphic designers, marketing experts, system coaches, tech,
photography, WHATEVER YOU NEED at that time, for you to utilize by
getting something completed on your to-do list and leave with something
valuable plus tangible. Whether that’s getting legal documents drawn up,
design work, or getting a headshot. Whatever you need, ELITE BLITZ will
provide. Yes, this will fry your brain... in a scalable way! :)
The SECOND retreat is a Getaway Retreat at Chads Hymas's property in
Rush Valley Utah. We’ll be traveling 3.5 hours away from St. George to
have a worthwhile business retreat experience with Chad. Time to
recharge your business mind among the rolling hills and therapeutic
landscapes. Get ready to learn from Chad Hymas, one of the world's
most inspirational people and life coaches, and experience highfrequency millionaire vibes! This is an opportunity to transform yourself in
nature and receive the tools to overcome any of life's challenges.
Powerful connection plus getting to know the other ELITE members on a
deeper level. We will disconnect from the day-to-day demands of your
life that may hold us back from business growth. *ADDITIONAL ($1.500)
Strengthen Your Network is the THIRD retreat. This is an ELITE LAKE DAY
Retreat all about face-to-face connecting and the power of building
quality trust! We will be in CREATIVE WORK MODE through
masterminding, breakthrough sessions and quarterly goal follow-ups! The
final quarter of ELITE is around the corner. Let's take some creative time
OUTSIDE in nature, on a boat, by the lake, where our creative brain juice
can flow! Snacks, lunch and drinks will be provided.
LAST BUT NOT LEAST.. :) The FOURTH retreat is our ELITE reunion. We will
be surrounding ourselves with the ELITE 2020, ELITE 2021, 2022, and the
soon-to-be 2023 ELITE groups. Each ELITE member will receive a
"surprise" and will have 5-7 minutes to present/speak. This is a FULL DAY
retreat including a KEYNOTE Speaker, Awards, Lunch, Recognition, JOY,
and SO MUCH MORE!
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ROYAL CREEK RANCHES
ELITE RETREAT
1801 W Hwy 199
Rush Valley, UT 84069

April 21st - April 23rd

Check in 3:30pm on 22nd
Check out 12:30pm on 24th

Are you ready to recharge your business mind at Royal
Creek Ranches among the rolling hills and therapeutic
landscapes? Get ready to learn from Chad Hymas, one of
the world's most inspirational people and life coache, and
experience high-frequency millionaire vibes! This is an
opportunity to transform yourself in nature and receive the
tools to overcome any of life's challenges.

What to expect:
*Group dinner with Chad
*Breakthroughs & clarity
*Personal chef with amazing
gluten free meals
*Tour bus experience
*CHAD's KEYNOTE
*CHAD'S GUEST KEYNOTE
*Million dollar VIBES!
*Yoga/meditation
*Priceless experiences
*Nature with reflective journaling

ELITE Retreats get you out of your comfort zone and back into alignment with your vision. Bring
your sparking personality as we live the famous lifestyle and learn from Chad Hymas, who has a
wealth of wisdom to impart, as we explore Royal Creek Ranches on a tour bus!
Get ready to learn how to maximize your assets and participate in
mastermind activities. Build deeper relationships with the incredible
women in your mastermind. Feel rejuvenated with the surrounding
mountains and creeks as we reconnect with our passions through
reflective journaling. Leave with a sense of remembering who you
really are and why you are here to impart a legacy on the world!
What is included:
*Room & Board
*Snacks & Meals

($20,000 VALUE)

for only additional $1,500
$5,000 (non-ELITE memebrs)

*Activities & Chad's time
*Travel (car-pool)
(unless you would like to
travel separate)

ChadHymas.com
RoyalCreekRanches.com

7 Reasons
Why Masterminds Can Grow Your Business
INVEST IN YOURSELF AND BUILD AUTHENTIC RELATIONSHIPS
Being a part of a mastermind is magical and life changing! When you ask most people, they will tell
you it is an honor to be surrounded by incredible business owners who are lifting each other up and
creating a safe environment for growth. Masterminds are not new, Benjamin Franklin created one in
1727, but they were not called that until 1925 when Napoleon Hill coined the term. We know
masterminds are SPARKing awesome, but here are seven reasons why you should consider one to
grow your business and become an impactful leader!

Incredible People in Your Back Pocket
When you are surrounded by people with the same abundance
mindset, who took a leap of faith, you’ll realize your similarities
and differences will boost tremendous growth. Often people
invest in courses, but why not into relationships? Having an
incredible mastermind in your back pocket can help you be
more successful than if you were going on this business journey
alone. Learning from others who have been there and done
that is gold but building meaningful relationships is priceless!

Sounding Board for Decision-Making
A sounding board can alleviate some of the weight of being the only
decision-maker when you are an entrepreneur. You may have some
wonderful ideas on what to do with your business, but no one to
bounce them off of. Masterminds bring a diverse set of individual
personalities together to share ideas, be vulnerable, and receive
priceless feedback. It is also valuable to have a sounding board that
is not your spouse or best friend.

Surround Yourself with Others Who Resonate with You
Everyone has heard the saying that “it’s lonely at the
top.” But honestly, it does not have to be. Masterminds
connect you to other people who are ambitiously going
after their dreams and can resonate with your “goal
digging” attitude! There is a sense of community that is
formed with masterminds that give you the opportunity
to grow yourself and business in an uplifting
environment while taking massive action.

7 Reasons
Why Masterminds Can Grow Your Business
INVEST IN YOURSELF AND BUILD AUTHENTIC RELATIONSHIPS

Be Student and a Teacher
Being open to learning from other’s experiences can help you uplevel your business faster because you can study failures and
mistakes. In masterminds, you are equally the student and the
teacher. Failure does not have to be your best teacher, that is what a
mastermind is for! Sometimes as leaders following others is just as
important.

Create Long-Term Relationships
Masterminds are relationship-based networking groups that get
you connected to like-minded and result-driven individuals. They
provide enhanced brain~power that can be utilized to solve
problems and form life-long friendships. This is where “word-ofmouth” comes into play. The energy you put into creating
authentic relationships is the energy you will get out of a
mastermind. Can you place a price on your marriage or your
best friend's?..... Not likely because Relationships are priceless

Keep Yourself Accountable!
Accountability keeps you motivated to stay focused on
your goals to grow your business. Sometimes just
knowing that others will be checking in, and asking you
to stay in integrity with your word, can make all the
difference. The best time to learn is when things do not
go your way. That is why the cycle of masterminds
begin when you are held accountable to your actions
and passions.

Filling & keeping Your Cup FULL FULL FULL
Masterminds can leave you feeling energized, supported, and
ready to take on any herculean task while filling your cup at the
same time. You are not alone! These groups give an opportunity
to be asked bigger questions, give and receive wise advice, and
gain new perspectives that can shift our limiting beliefs. This time
is for YOU. The time to let go so you can let more IN.

WHY ELITE WAS CREATED?

"I have listened to hundreds of podcasts, I have taken online courses, YouTube and audible is
my jam for learning. AND NOW... I am ready for the NEXT FREAKING STEP to take my
knowledge, passion, relationships, and skills to the MAX. Narrow who I am spending time with
and focus on those who can serve my current goals."
"For me, I wanted to be challenged. I wanted to challenge myself, my employees, friends,
family, & clients. I wanted a valuable resource and a tool I have not seen done for an ongoing,
growing, collaborative 6-7 figure mastermind local & out-of-state with others who were
working at the same caliber as me, who are BIG thinkers. A community where I do not get
treated like a dollar sign but where female entrepreneurs could relate to the journey of life
balance as we utilize our knowledge and experiences."
"I wanted to learn from others who had been there/done that. An environment where I wasn’t
just wasting time, but where I could be in front of others who understood where I was at
personally & professionally, who could instantly provide tools and resources with proven
strategies, and could share some advice."
"SHE Sparks Business supports massive personal and professional growth. ELITE is looking for
those similar mindset female leaders, go-getters, and qualified female executives.
Powerhouse business babes who look a challenge in the eye can gives it a WINK.
ELITE tools contribute integration on everything we learn, every connection we make, all of
our goals, action steps, and progress. An ELITE business roadmap in ONE PLACE!"
"I LOVE TO GIVE BUT IT IS TIME TO RECEIVE! IT MAY BE TIME FOR YOU AS WELL! wink wink"
OWNER / FOUNDER

Sharon Rosenbaum

"Challenges are what makes life interesting.
Overcoming them is what makes life meaningful!"

WHO I AM,
AND WHY
YOU SHOULD
LISTEN TO ME?
HEY BUSINESS BABE,
I am Sharon Rosenbaum!
A serial entrepreneur, author, public speaker, and sophisticated marketing strategist.
The founder & owner of SHE Sparks Business, a large women’s networking community.
I have helped thousands of businesswomen grow tremendously through connections,
training, events, and massive action planning.
My value is that I am a master of building relationships and will teach you all the tips you
need to increase your team, brand, following, and networking activity to expand your
personal and professional growth. Building a women’s community empire makes me
extremely happy but my burning desire is to always smile and bring positivity to life.

For me, I wanted to be challenged. I wanted to challenge myself, my employees, friends,
family, & clients. I wanted a resource and a tool I have not seen done for an ongoing,
growing, collaborative mastermind local & out-of-state with others who were working at
the same caliber as me, who were BIG thinkers like me. A community where I do not get
treated like a dollar sign but where female entrepreneurs could relate to the journey of
life balance.

I wanted to learn from others who had been there/done that. An environment where I
wasn’t just wasting time, but where I could be in front of others who understood where
I was at personally & professionally, who already experienced tools and resources with
proven strategies, and could provide some advice. I have listened to hundreds of
podcasts, I have taken online courses, youtube was my jam for learning. AND NOW... I
am ready for the NEXT FREAKING STEP to take my knowledge, passion, relationships,
and skills to the MAX.
SHE Sparks Business takes business growth seriously and this ELITE MASTERMIND is
looking for those similar mindset female leaders. ELITE MASTERMIND's tool is
integration on everything we learn, every connection we make, all of our goals, action
steps, and progress will be in one place.

WHAT OTHER WOMEN
ARE SAYING:

"This is about being a professional
woman. It’s about being a business
owner. It is about taking it to the
next level because that's where I’ve
not connected with other business
groups. There wasn’t that ownership,
there wasn’t that drive of the world
is bigger and I’m here to fill it. That’s
the energy that me and all these
other ladies are bringing to the table
and I haven’t experienced that in any
other group.”
-Melissa

"If you are wanting to join Elite, then
you’re serious about your game,
that’s all there is to it. You can’t use
the excuse of money. You have to
trust the process that the money will
come to get you where you need to
be."
-Yvone

"Don’t hold yourself back and don’t
let your thoughts in your head hold
you back from really stepping into a
community and surrounding yourself
with amazing people. The number
sounds really big when you first hear
about investing in yourself, like why
would I spend $5,000 on investing in
myself? And then you get here and
you’re like, that is the best money I
have ever spent."
-Lisa

"Elite is a group of women that will
help you rise together and help you
see your true potential. I feel like I’ve
seen, and I feel like I’m hitting the tip
of the mountain, but you’ll be able to
see what that looks like so that you
can implement those things and see
who you really are."
-Candace

"If you want to be doing the same
thing that you’ve always been doing,
don’t invest in yourself. If you want
to learn how to grow and be the best
version of yourself, it starts with SHE
Sparks. It really does."
-Julia

"If it’s ever a question, if it’s financial
for you that’s a struggle, the
investment will come back to you 10fold. The investment won’t even
seem like a big deal in the amount of,
not only financial gain you’ll get back
from this, but the value, the
connection, the relationships, the
support, the love the everything
emotionally that you’ll receive from
this will come back to you 10-fold and
then it will stack financially from
there"
.-Tiana

